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The book under review is a revised version of a PhD dis-
sertation submitted by the author in 2006. The work is 
essentially a lexicon in which 1643 Ugaritic lexemes are 
compared to possible Canaanite parallels. There were two 
major objectives to the investigation: 1) to  contribute to 
the lexicography of Ugaritic and the Canaanite languages, 
2) to revise the debate on the position of Ugaritic amongst 
the Northwest Semitic languages.   

In the introduction (pgs. 9–31) the scholar surveys the 
principal theories on the classification of Ugaritic focusing 
on the “Canaanite hypothesis”, “Northwest hypothesis”, 
“Amorite hypothesis” and “Arabic hypothesis”.  Some 
comments on the discussion of these hypotheses need to be 
made. 

Regarding the “Canaanite hypothesis”, Halayqa lists the 
pōlel stem (as the intensive stem of the the middle w/y 
verbs) amongst the distinctive morphological isoglosses 
characterising Ugaritic and Canaanite. However, this stem 
also occurs in Ancient Aramaic (e.g. Tell Fekheriye in-
scription, lines 10, 11) and it should be considered a 
Northwest Semitic innovative trait. Halayqa includes the 
case endings as an Ugaritic/Canaanite isogloss while this is 
a conservative feature of Semitic. 

In the discussion on the “Northwest hypothesis” Ha-
layqa remarks that the pronominal forms of III sg. m./pl. 
m./du hwt, hyt, hmt, hmt are characteristic of Ugaritic and 
not attested in Canaanite. This feature should be consid-
ered a conservative feature because the enlargement -t can 
be found in both Akkadian and Eblaite and it is also pre-
served in Ethiopic. 

Furthermore, Halayqa specifically emphasises Sivan’s 
critical remarks to Tropper’s 1994 article in which Ugaritic 
was classified as a Canaanite language. It is surprising that 
Halayqa appears to ignore Tropper’s updated revision of 
the subject in his “Ugaritische Grammatik” and his per-
sonal “Replik” to Sivan.1  

In treating the “Amorite hypothesis” Halayqa relies on 
the well-known 1941 article by Goetze, while the very 
recent revision of this hypothesis by Israel should have 
been considered. Finally, Halayqa states in relation to the 
“Arabic hypothesis”, that Ugaritic was connected to Ara-
bic and that: “such a view was refused firstly by chrono-
logical, geographical considerations and, secondly, by 
Renfroe’s study” (pg. 15). It should be noted that the book 
by Renfroe2 hardly addresses the issues of classification as 

it is essentially a lexicographical enquiry.3 Furthermore, 
the striking linguistic affinities between Ugaritic and Clas-
sical Arabic are a significant aspect which is crucial in the 
identification of the so-called “Central Semitic”, as dem-
onstrated by Hetzron. 

In fact, the connection between Northwest Semitic (in 
particular Ugaritic as its earliest representative) and the 
languages of the Arabian Peninsula is a recent develop-
ment in the Semitic studies. In particular, the linguistic 
data from ancient South Arabia have opened a new impor-
tant field of research4 that will make a significant contribu-
tion to a revision of the classification of the Semitic lan-
guages.5 Halayqa simply points out that: “in other cases 
the Ugaritic lexemes have been separately compared with 
their cognates in Eblaite, Phoenician, Hebrew, Aramaic 
and Syriac, Arabic, Modern South Arabic and Ethiopic” 
(pgs. 15–16). The only reference to Ancient South Arabian 
occurs in footnote 58 in which both Ancient South Arabian 
and Modern South Arabic are mentioned erroneously un-
der the label “South Arabic”. In this regard, Halayqa cites 
an article by G. Mazzini, “The Term Àbr in KTU 1.40. A 
Possible Arabic-Ugaritic Isogloss” (SEL 18, 2001, 51–53) 
and a second by G. Rendsburg, “Modern South Arabic as a 
Source for Ugaritic Studies” (JAOS 107, 1987, 623–628), 
which do not deal with lexical parallels between Ugaritic 
and Ancient South Arabian.  

On pgs. 20–21 the author accounts for the exclusion of 
Akkadian, Amorite, Aramaic, Arabic and Ethiopic in the 
lexical comparison with Ugaritic. Considering that one of 
the major purposes of the book was to discuss the position 
of Ugaritic within Northwest Semitic, the choice to ex-
clude Aramaic is questionable. Halayqa also states that: 
“Additionally, the Aramaic corpus of inscriptions is still 
limited (…)” (pg. 20). If the scholar refers to the Ancient 
Aramaic inscriptional corpus, this is certainly limited, but 
the same argument should then also apply for the even 
more limited Ammonite, Moabite and Edomite corpora, 
which are included in this work. Furthermore, the author 
affirms that: “the oldest Aramaic inscription (Zekor in-
scription) comes from the 10th century B.C.” (pg. 17). If 
the author refers to the inscription of ZKR (KAI 202), 
there is wide agreement amongst scholars that this docu-
ment dates to the very end of the 9th / beginning of the 8th 
B.C6. Moreover, the name of the king ZKR may have been 
Zakkur on the basis of the Neo-assyrian transcription oc-
curring in the Antakya stela,7 while the vocalisation pro-
posed by the author “Zekor” is inconsistent. The author 
also states that: “In contrast to Canaanite, it is not evident 
that Aramaic shares significant linguistic features with 
Ugaritic” (pg. 20). In this regard an important essay by 
S. Segert could have been discussed.8 Note that in the Tell 
Fekherye inscription the pōlel pattern is used, as was men-
tioned previously. In this regard, it should be mentioned 
that, in addition to the lexical data of the Canaanite lan-
guages, Halayqa also uses the non-Akkadian lexical mate-
rial in the tablets from Emar because “it would be very 
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appropriate to affiliate the Northwest vocabularies from 
Emar to the Canaanite branch” (pg. 17). This statement is 
very questionable because the linguistic position of the 
genuine language of Emar is a problematic issue and Ha-
layqa does not account for this. Strong evidence against his 
interpretation is the preservation of the Proto-Semitic pho-
neme w- in beginning of word (which is developed into y 
in Ugaritic and Canaanite).9  

As was stated at the outset, the lexicon (pgs. 32–381) in-
cludes 1643 Ugaritic lexemes with Canaanite parallels. 
Every entry is provided with a translation but there is no 
discussion on the term’s original context. Halayqa has used 
Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín’s Ugaritic dictionary as the 
basic lexical source for Ugaritic and he has isolated from 
that source “1643 lexemes which have been identified as 
having Canaanite cognates” (pg. 26).    

A review cannot do justice to a lexical investigation 
comprising 1643 lexemes. Nevertheless, a close analysis of 
one section of the lexicon provides a sample indicative of 
the treatment of this material. 

Under letter Alef, 106 roots are assembled (pgs. 32–72). 
According to Halayqa these lexemes are common to both 
Ugaritic and Canaanite. In other words, these lexemes can 
be considered lexical isoglosses and therefore diagnostic 
for linguistic classification. However, it is surprising to 
note that the following roots are included: >B (father),  
>BD (to destroy), >BN (stone), >DM (to be red), >EN (ear), 
>GR (to hire), >% (brother), >%E (to take), >%R (be-
hind/afterwards), >KL (to eat), >L (god), >LMNT (widow), 
>LP (thousand), >M (female servant), >MM 1 (mother), 
>MM 2 (elbow), >NV (woman), >NP (nose), >R% (bull/cow), 
>RK (to be long), >RN (chest), >RW(Y) (ferocious beast), 
>RÊ (earth), >SR (to tie), >Š(Š) (fire), >ŠK (testicle), >TW (to 
come), >YL (deer/ibex). These are well-known Semitic 
roots which are attested in almost every Semitic language 
and they only demonstrate that both Ugaritic and the Ca-
naanite languages belong to Semitic. 

Note that under the root >% (brother), lexical item >aX 
(noun), Halayqa also reports the meaning “companion, 
colleague, equal”, but he does not include the passage 
KTU 1. 18 I, 24 (>at >aX w->an >a[Xt-k] from the poem of 
Aqhat) in which Anat invites Aqhat to hunt. Here, the 
goddess addresses the hero with the term >aX but she does 
not refer to blood brotherhood. Xella has demonstrated10 
that the text alludes to an equal level of partnership ex-
pressed through the metaphorical use of the concept of 
brotherhood, as was typical of the diplomatic language of 
the Late Bronze Age. Under the root >%E (to take), Ha-
layqa mentions the lexical item m>iXd with this interpreta-
tion: “a place name < harbour, port”. The connection with 
the meaning “harbour, port” is essentially based on syll. 
Ug. ma-aX-Xa[du] occurring in the polyglot vocabulary 
published in Ugaritica V, 243, which appears to have that 
meaning. However, the context of KTU 4. 335, 26 where 
m>iXd occurs is not completely clear. Nevertheless Ha-
layqa renders the term “port”, proposing a parallel with the 

term mHz occurring in two Neo-Punic inscriptions (KAI 
124, 2; 130, 3; 5). The latter, however, is interpreted as 
“market place”. The author also mentions the parallel with 
māHôzāh “harbour” attested in Biblical Hebrew. This 
comparison, however, is problematic because the term 
occurs only once in the Old Testament, Psalm 107, 30 (as a 
construct state məHôz; the form māHôzāh is unattested), 
and its interpretation in this context is unclear. Another 
attestation of this term might be in Isaiah 23, 10, only if 
one accepts the correction of the term mēzaH (shipyard) 
occurring in the Masoretic text. In this regard, considera-
tion of an article by Borger11 could have been useful. Ad-
ditionally, a maqtal nominal pattern (ma-Xa-zi) attested in 
a Babylonian hymn to Šamaš with a possible meaning 
“harbour, port” may also have been mentioned, although 
the interpretation of the passage is controversial.12 The 
occurrence of the same nominal pattern m>XD in Ancient 
South Arabian with the meaning “basin, reservoir” should 
also be taken into account. 

A second set of roots included in this section reflects an 
archaic layer of Semitic. This is not surprising considering 
that Ugaritic is a language of the second millennium and 
that most of its lexical material is provided by literary 
texts. Some examples can be discussion here: nouns >alp 
(bull/ox) and >imr (lamb/sheep), are typical of Northwest 
Semitic (they are attested in Aramaic) and they are very 
common in Akkadian (remarkably root >LP is also pre-
served in Soqotri, which is a conservative language). Ad-
verb/conjunction >ap (even, also), is typical of Northwest 
Semitic and is also attested in Eblaite. Noun >ap< (viper), is 
attested in Eblaite, Classical Arabic and in Ethio-Semitic. 
Noun >ipd (type of dress), occurs in Akkadian and 
Eblaite.13 Root >PY (to bake) is typical of Northwest Se-
mitic (it occurs in Aramaic) and it is also common in Ak-
kadian and Eblaite. Noun >urbt can be compared with 
Eblaite ur-pù-um and more precisely with the form ù-rí-
ba-tum.14 Root >RŠ (to ask), is attested in Akkadian. Noun 
>arz (Syll. Ug. ar-zu) is typical of Northwest Semitic (it is 
attested in Aramaic) and it also occurs in Eblaite.   

A third set of roots included in this section is typical of 
West Semitic and is only useful for the classification of 
Ugaritic within West Semitic. Some examples include 
>MN (to be faithful) and >NŠ (human being). Halayqa in-
cludes the root >PQ, with the meaning “to escape”, make 
oneself scarce, leave”, while the reviewer prefers the alter-
native interpretation “to constrain”15 which can also be 
paralleled with Ancient South Arabian.16 

It is also remarkable that Halayqa includes terms such as 
>a/irgmn, >an, >ank, >at, >atm. The term >a/irgmn, meaning 
“payment, tribute, offering” is a well-known word in many 
languages of the ancient Near East including the non-
Semitic ones and was used as an “international” technical 
term designating a type of “tribute/offering” and the “pur-
ple”. Although it is considered a genuine Semitic root by 
Cohen in the Dictionaire des racines sémitique (vol. 1, 32), 
its origin is debated.17 It is clear that this term is particu-
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larly unsuitable for linguistic classification. The terms >an, 
>ank, >at, >atm are part of the pronominal system of Uga-
ritic and they are usually discussed as morphological fea-
tures rather than lexical ones. 

A further observation should be made on the importance 
of a philological and epigraphic approach to the lexical 
enquiry. Halayqa considers the lexeme >abyn (from the 
root >BY) as an adjective with the meaning “poor, wretch, 
insolent” and according to the scholar this term occurs in 
both KTU 1. 17 I, 16 and KTU 1. 22 I, 27. However, re-
cent revisions of both tablets appear to demonstrate that in 
KTU 1. 17 I, 16 the correct reading is >abynt18 while in 
KTU 1. 22 I, 27 it is possible to read only >aby [. . . because 
the text is fragmentary19. Consequently, the latter term is 
uncertain while the former one is a noun, not an adjective. 
The fact that >abynt is a noun in KTU 1. 17 I, 16 implies 
that the other term >anX, arranged in parallelismus mem-
brorum with >abynt (line 17), is a noun,20 which Halayqa 
interprets as an adjective. At any rate, although Halayqa 
compares the term >abynt to the Biblical Hebrew >æbiôn, a 
possible parallel can be provided by the form abiyānum 
occurring in some letters from Mari (ARMT X 23, 44; 44, 
10), which has been interpreted as a non-Akkadian, old 
Amorite word.21 This parallel may point to the Amorite 
layer reflected in Ugaritic.  

Despite these observations, the reader will also find in 
this section some interesting lexical material which is only 
shared by Ugaritic and the Canaanite languages. The fol-
lowing lexical items can be mentioned here.  

The root >DM (human being). However, note that the 
term >dm is also attested in Ancient South Arabian with the 
technical meaning of “vassal”, which may have originated 
from the same basic idea occurring in Ugaritic/Canaanite. 

The noun >adn (lord, master), the root >DR (wonderful, 
noble), the interjection >aHl.  

The plural form >ilnm from the root >il (god). This form 
is enlarged with the suffix -n- which is an isogloss shared 
exclusively with Phoenician.  

The noun >ulp (chef). Note that the parallel with Biblical 
Hebrew >allûp indicates a phenomenon of vocalic devel-
opment (vowel harmony) peculiar to Ugaritic.22 

The verb form >any (to sigh). This occurs only once in 
KTU 1. 3 V, 35. The parallel with the Ancient South Ara-
bian form >nyt is inconsistent because the context where 
this term occurs (R 3956 = Haram 35, 6) is unclear and the 
meaning “to sigh” does not appear to be suitable. By con-
trast the noun t>a/>unt occurring in KTU 1. 1 III, 14 and 1.3 
III, 24 interpreted by Halayqa “Seufzen, Stöhnen, Traurig-
keit” appears to be problematic and in the reviewer’s opin-
ion the meaning “converse”23 is more reasonable. 

The noun >nyt (ship). The parallel with a-nu “utensil” 
from Emar (and a possible comparison with Old Egyptian) 
may be connected to an archaic Afro-Asiatic root >N des-
ignating “wood”.  

The verb form >mÕ (to be strong). Note that this form 
occurs in KTU 2. 33, 5, while the occurrence of this term 
at line  39 is uncertain.  

The noun in Syll. Ug. úr-nu. Note that the meaning 
given by Halayqa “laurel(?)” cannot be established with 
certainty in the context, which only indicates that it is a 
type of tree. This meaning is based on the parallel with the 
hapax >ôræn (Isaiah 44, 14) which has been interpreted by 
several scholars as “laurel”, although this term is also un-
clear. Furthermore, there may be a connection with Ak-
kadian erēnu  “cedar”. 

In the conclusions (pgs. 466–476) the author states the 
following: “Based on this comparative and broad lexical 
analysis of all lexemes shared by Ugaritic and Canaanite as 
presented in this lexicon (. . .), we suggest the following: 
Ugaritic cannot identified or classified as a Canaanite lan-
guage but is definitely a Northwest Semitic language dis-
tinct from Canaanite, although both descended from the 
same ancestor (. . .). This lexical proximity comfortably 
establishes a strong affinity between the two languages, 
and shows that Ugaritic is indeed very closely related to 
Canaanite rather than to Aramaic (. . .)” (pg. 468). 

As a further support to this the author provides a list of 
597 unshared lexemes in Ugaritic and Canaanite (without 
any discussion or analysis), entirely based on the Ugaritic 
dictionary by Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín. These con-
clusions appear to be paradoxical because the large num-
ber of parallels assembled by the author actually point to a 
very deep linguistic connection between Ugaritic and Ca-
naanite. Considering the treatment of the lexical material, 
which the reviewer has illustrated above, these conclusions 
appear to be very hazardous. Moreover, whatever the 
number of actual lexical isoglosses between Ugaritic and 
Canaanite, lexicography is a minefield when it is used for 
the purpose of classification. A much sounder methodo-
logical approach is required to establish the linguistic fea-
tures that are particularly diagnostic for the classification 
of Ugaritic. As Tropper states: „Da bisher nicht geklärt ist, 
worin diese Merkmale genau bestehen (. . .), kann hier auch 
die Frage nach der Klassifikation des Ug. nicht entgültig 
beantwortet werden“.24  

In the reviewer’s opinion, this book is a helpful com-
parative repertoire of roots but the reader needs to use it 
with caution. The debate on the classification of Ugaritic 
appears to be still open.  
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